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Abstract 

For the last few years, the TXU Energy Delivery Office has focused on its formation, expansion and 
changes to methodology and practices. Over the last year, the team has taken on new challenges: 
moving the business to a portfolio investment approach, redefining Technology’s role, and driving 
business conversations on future state capabilities. This role expansion is due to the team’s historical 
excellence in execution, quality and perspective. Having played a critical role in delivering functionality 
for the business enables the team to take the conversation further, defining and shaping “What’s Next,” 
in terms of team skills, abilities, and solutions. 

 

Executive Summary 

TXU Energy 
About 50 retail electric providers (REPs) offer as many as 250 retail plans in the competitive markets of 

Texas.  TXU Energy (TXUE) is the market-leader, powering the lives of more Texans than any other 

REP.  For six consecutive years, the Texas market has been ranked as the most competitive and most 

innovative by international consulting firm DRG.  TXU Energy exemplifies the spirit of competition and 

innovation, giving customers choice, convenience and control over their electricity usage and spending.  

Initiatives driven by the Delivery Office have helped strengthen TXU Energy’s competitive position by 

delivering quality solutions quickly to market. 

Foundation 
The Project Management Office (PMO) was established in 2009, as a complement to TXUE’s systems 

integration effort.  In those first few years, the team’s focus was primarily establishment of new 

processes, tools, and standards.  Projects were primarily small, incremental changes to the newly 

implemented SAP platform.  Stabilization of the platform consumed the majority of 2010, with the 

PMO leading various SWAT team efforts to alleviate manual workarounds and assist the business with 
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system issues. As the platform began to stabilize, a flood of pent up project demand hit.  During 2011, 

there were over 400 active project requests in the system, with each department clamoring for their 

initiatives to take priority.  In response, leaders from Finance and the PMO partnered to define a project 

selection process and a new Demand Management organization was created, to assess each project’s 

alignment with strategic objectives and minimize the churn the technology teams were facing in trying 

to respond to business stakeholders.   

Expansion 
Entering 2012, there were approximately 80 active projects, with clear priorities for execution.  A 

quarterly proposal submission process was established, with more rigorous business case 

documentation and validation.  With stabilization and process standardization complete, and a track 

record of on-time, on-budget delivery, the business began to ask how projects could be delivered 

faster.  In response, the PMO began investigating Agile delivery methods.  In September, 2013, the 

team established and trained two Agile teams made up of business and technology members and 

began delivering work using a Scrum-based framework. Given Agile’s focus on building in quality, 

Quality Assurance (QA) resources began to be integrated into the delivery organization. 

Forward Planning 
Entering 2014, three Agile teams were in place, the QA team merged with the PMO under an umbrella 

organization called the Delivery Office, and the team established business-oriented, automated metrics 

and scorecards. As the first set of programs neared completion, conversations began around the next 

set of capabilities that would aid the organization in achievement of its strategic plans. The capability 

focus has led to conversations around program planning, a portfolio investment approach, and 

ultimately, development of a 7-year roadmap. The delivery organization has played a key role in each 

step. 

Setting the Stage 

As with any new organization or venture, it is important to establish a foundation in the key expected 

competencies. With a solid foundation established, license is granted for growth into new areas. 

Execution is “job one,” get that done correctly and a seat at the table opens for longer-term 

conversations. 

Foundation 
Four key elements served as the foundation for TXU Energy’s Project Management Office. 
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Process 

Priority one for the newly established team was to define a standard methodology for project execution. 

Given the maturity level of both the organization and the technology platform at the time, a waterfall 

methodology was most appropriate. Waterfall provided structured checkpoints, artifacts and roles 

against which the team could hold itself and partners accountable. With the methodology clearly 

defined, training was provided across the organization to ensure understanding of the role each party 

played within the process. As a complement to standard execution methods, release management 

processes and tollgates were also established. Publishing a release calendar and standard milestones for 

critical path tasks helped teams across the organization understand the execution timeline and when 

they would be needed to perform tasks. It also ensured that the Technology organization could 

communicate effectively to business stakeholders regarding upcoming system changes.  

Project Delivery 

With a process in place for project execution and guidelines for how to ensure a project would be ready 

for a release, the next step was to begin to execute the process with predictability, reliability and 

transparency. As projects exited the planning phase, project managers (PMs) established a target 

release date, with the goal of providing a 75% confidence level that the project would be in production 

on that date. Following the design phase, a committed release date was set, providing a 90% confidence 

level for delivery. As the projects progressed through each phase, PMs worked to deliver on the 

expected timeline and communicated across all stakeholder groups. The open dialog allowed the 

business to prepare their teams for upcoming changes.  

Tools 

To enable both the process and its efficient delivery, the team modified an existing tool to serve as the 

system of record. HP’s Project & Portfolio Management (PPM) platform was already installed, yet was 

not being utilized to enable delivery. Within a few months, the team configured the tool to fit the 

Process 

•SDLC Definition / Rollout 

•Release Management 

Project Delivery 

•Predictability  

•Reliability 

Tools 

•HP PPM 

•Integrated Release Planning 

Metrics 

•Scorecard 

•Published Accountability 
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established process (using workflow), serve as the document repository for project artifacts, and house 

the master schedule of project activities and assignments. No longer was the team dependent upon 

spreadsheets and SharePoint, there was an enterprise tool specifically tailored for their work. The tool 

was also used in the Integrated Release Planning Forum, a cross-functional meeting of delivery-focused 

team members which approved projects’ Target Release, Committed Release and Training Methods. 

These fields were all populated within PPM to enable reporting and communication efficiency. 

Metrics 

With process, delivery and tools in place, the team was able to report hits and misses. As the team 

achieved its goals, with respect to budgets and schedules, the organization raised the bar. As those goals 

were surpassed, the platform was raised to the next level: expansion of the team’s responsibilities. 

Expansion 
Several key growth areas expanded the PMO’s scope and reach within the organization over the next 

couple of years.  

                       

Program Delivery 

With a solid foundation in project execution established, the organization was ready to tackle bigger 

initiatives. The three initial programs were groupings of similar, approved projects which served a 

broader organizational goal. Rather than prioritizing each project for execution and competing 

individually for resources, the efforts were consolidated into programs. As the programs were 

established, so was a standard process for program execution. Most important within that process were 

the communication norms which helped build trust with the program sponsors, key executives within 

Operations, Marketing and Business Markets.  

Program Delivery 

•Process Definition 

•3 Key Programs 

Agile 

•Process Definition 

•Pilots 

QA / Testing 

•Integration into Delivery Office 

•Automation of Regression Suite 

Governance 

•Communications 

•Dashboards / Reporting 
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Agile 

Given the track record for on-time, on-budget delivery, the team received its next challenge: deliver 

faster. While there were benefits to delivering full scope, large scale initiatives, there was also a set of 

initiatives for which value could be delivered incrementally. As a result, the team worked with an 

external partner to define a TXUE-specific Agile framework and setup two pilot teams to begin delivering 

work. 

Quality Assurance (QA)/ Testing 

Given Agile’s focus on building in quality during the delivery process, the Testing organization began to 

integrate more fully into the PMO. As a final step, the QA/Testing organization moved under the same 

reporting structure, creating an integrated Delivery Office. The integrated team serves as the quality and 

governance tollgate to move efforts to production. In addition to moving into the Delivery Office, the QA 

team also began automation of their regression testing suite; moving towards enablement of Agile’s on-

demand automated testing ideal.  

Governance 

The final component of the expansion “era” was the broadening of the team’s governance framework. 

Extending beyond testing and project management guidelines, the Delivery Office took a more active 

role in resource and capacity management, financial and contract management, performance 

management and departmental communications. Those initiatives included publishing of automated 

dashboards and reporting through integrated views from systems of record. Through these means, the 

team continued to build credibility and trust within the organization, earning a seat at the table for the 

next wave of planning discussions. 

Planning 
 
As the TXUE Technology team matured both organizationally and technically, the focus began to shift to 

the next wave of ideas and initiatives that would move the company forward. Architecture and Delivery 

Office team members worked with cross-functional leaders to illustrate the future of TXUE’s Technology 

landscape to achieve the business’s strategic objectives. 
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Capability Planning 
 
Developing a view of future capabilities required identification of key groupings, or portfolios, into 
which those capabilities fit.  
 

 

 

Capability Planning 

•Business levers which deliver strategy 

Program Definition 

•Initiatives which deliver approved business case 

Portfolio Investments 

•Investment opportunities associated to business functions 

Roadmap 

•Sequencing of investments and programs 
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With the portfolios identified, a series of capability visioning sessions followed in which teams 

performed the following activities: 

1. Identified current and emergent business needs  

2. Assessed current and future capabilities required to address business needs 

3. Developed maturity models for each portfolio area, mapping capabilities to  their required 

maturity levels 

4. Identified the desired maturity level for the given portfolio 

 

Program Definition 
 
With the goal maturity levels and capabilities identified, teams drafted a scope and rough level of effort 
to deliver the desired capabilities. Business cases for each program were developed with portfolio and 
program sponsors, quantifying strategic fit, return on investment, etc. 
 

 

This new approach to program definition – not an amalgamation of projects, but delivery of a pre-
defined set of capabilities – was new to the organization, representing a higher level of maturity and 
planning.  
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Portfolio Investments 
 
As an input to the program approval process, the Delivery Office worked to move executives toward a 
more portfolio-centric view of funding. Weighing the importance of each portfolio, in terms of its 
contribution to strategic priorities/goals aided in funding decisions for the various efforts. While each 
program would help the organization move forward, there needed to be a way of sequencing the work 
over time. Providing a historical view of where efforts had been spent, combined with the portfolio 
maturity model and the business challenges being addressed helped derive the roadmap. 
 

Roadmap 
 
Previously created and maintained only during budgeting season, the portfolio roadmap has become a 
touchstone to guide prioritization discussions, funding decisions, and purchases. The roadmap itself has 
become a living artifact and is maintained on a publicly accessible dashboard for anyone to view (and 
click through to see program details) on demand. 
 

 

Success Factors 
 
Taking on efforts which are transformational, rather than incremental, requires a shift in various areas.  
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Work Focus  
 
Shifting from incremental project delivery to capability delivery is changing team perspectives. Rather 

than focusing on line-item requirements, the focus is placed on broader solutions which achieve the 

desired end state and vision. 

 

 
Work Methods 
 
Delivery of transformational capabilities and technologies often leads to emergent needs, which are 

better suited to iterative processes/methodologies.  

 

As we move through this transition and deliver more complex, transformational efforts, our focus must 

also increase on ensuring that we account for the organizational transitions occurring outside of 

Technology.  

 

Transitions 
 
As organizations transform, individuals must also be guided along the change adoption curve. 

Project Delivery 

Program Delivery 

Capability Delivery  

Waterfall 

Agile 

Adaptive 
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To assist with this transition, the Delivery Office has activated a change network. Known as the 

Advocates of Change, these team members have been nominated by their leadership teams to be the 

“first responders” to change efforts.  While the initial focus is on technology-driven change, the goal is 

to evolve into a model discussing all change across the enterprise.  During monthly sessions, the team 

shares information about program and project updates, successes, changes and the resulting business 

impacts.  

Conclusion 
 
As the organization has evolved, so has the Delivery Office. Continuing to execute and deliver against 

the basic tenets of project management (scope, schedule, cost) with predictable and reliable levels of 

quality earns the team a seat at the table for higher-value, strategic conversations which move the 

organization forward.  
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